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defensive trademarks, 24:51
distinction between trademark and business name, 24:45
exclusions, 24:37
generally accepted signs, 24:47
import of infringing goods, 24:54
infringement, 24:53, 24:54
non-use, 24:52
priority date, 24:42
protection provided, 24:35
recording claims of interest, 24:41
registrar’s decision, 24:40
registration, 24:36, 24:44
searches, 24:39
term of registration, 24:43
Use, 24:46, 24:52
Validity, 24:79
Warranty of validity, 24:79
Works protectable, 24:58

AUSTRIA
Generally, 21:1 to 21:68
Abuse of patent, 21:68
Actions by licensee, 21:61
Adaptations, 21:45
Affirmative defense, 21:21
Annual and renewal fees, App 21C
Appeals, 21:12
Applications patents, below trademarks, 21:32, 21:33
Authors, 21:49
Bankruptcy, 21:59
Cancellation, 21:38
Cartels, 21:65
Collecting societies, 21:62
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AUSTRIA—Cont’d
Collective works, 21:46
Competition, restrictions on
generally, 21:64 to 21:68
agreement cartels, 21:65
exemption by ordinance, 21:67
license agreements, 21:68
patent abuse, 21:68
prohibition, 21:66
Compulsory licenses, 21:16, 21:37
Compulsory use, 21:37
Contracts and agreements
competition, restrictions on, 21:65, 21:68
copyright, 21:55, 21:57
trademarks, 21:29, 21:36
Cooperation, 21:24, App 21A
Copyright
generally, 21:43 to 21:63
actions by licensee, 21:61
adaptations, 21:45
authors, 21:49
bankruptcy, 21:59
collecting societies, 21:62
collective works, 21:46
creation, 21:44
databases, 21:47
exclusions, 21:48
future works, 21:58
infringement, 21:63
insolvency, 21:59
licenses, generally, 21:54 to 21:61
moral rights, 21:51
premature recession of license agreement, 21:57
retained rights, 21:60
rights, generally, 21:50, 21:51
term of protection, 21:52
transfer of license, 21:56
transfers, 21:53
Creation, 21:44
Databases, 21:47
Declaration of nullity, 21:19
Defenses, 21:21
Designs, 21:26
Determination, 21:11
Document fees, App 21D
Duration, 21:6, 21:28

AUSTRIA—Cont’d
Eliminating infringement, 21:41
Employees’ inventions, 21:8
Enforcement by licensee, infringement, 21:42
European Patent Convention, 21:23
Examination, 21:33
Exclusions, 21:30, 21:48
Exemption by ordinance, 21:67
Fees, App 21B, App 21C, App 21D
Future works, 21:58
Information respecting payment of fees, App 21B
Infringement
copyright, 21:63
patents, 21:20, 21:21
trademarks, 21:39 to 21:42
Inheritance, 21:13
Injunction, infringement, 21:40
Insolvency, 21:59
International agreements, 21:29
International conventions, 21:22 to 21:24
License agreements, 21:55, 21:68
Limitations and restrictions. Competition, restrictions on, above
Moral rights, 21:51
Novelty, 21:4
Nullity, 21:19
Opposition, 21:10
Ordinances, 21:67
Patent abuse, 21:68
Patent Cooperation Treaty, 21:24,
App 21A
Patent
applications
infringement, 21:20, 21:21
international conventions, 21:22
to 21:24

LICENSING
INDEX

AUSTRIA—Cont’d
Applications—Cont’d
  Licenses, 21:14
  Opposition, 21:10
Patent Cooperation Treaty, 21:24
  Registration, 21:18
  Transfers, 21:13, 21:17
  Validity as affirmative defense, 21:21
  Voluntary licenses, 21:15
Duration, 21:6
Employees’ inventions, 21:8
Exclusions, 21:3
Granted rights, 21:5
Novelty, 21:4
Registered designs, 21:26
Rights, generally, 21:7, 21:8
Utility models, 21:25
Payments, App 21B
Premature recession of license agreement, 21:57
Recession, 21:57
Records and recording, App 21D
Registration, 21:18, 21:26, 21:34
Renewal fees, App 21C
Schedule of document fees, App 21D
Term of protection, 21:52
Trademarks
  Generally, 21:27 to 21:38
  Agreements, license, 21:36
  Application, 21:32, 21:33
  Cancellation, 21:38
  Compulsory use or license, 21:37
  Duration, 21:28
  Examination, 21:33
  Exclusions, 21:30
  Infringement, 21:39 to 21:42
  International agreements, 21:29
  Licenses, 21:35, 21:36
  Registration, 21:34
  Rights conferred, 21:31
Use, 21:37
Utility models, 21:25
Validity, 21:21
Voluntary licenses, 21:15

AUTHENTICATION
South Korea, 30:90

AUTHORS
Austria, 21:49
Colombia, 40:88
European Union (this index)
Germany (this index)
Hungary, 49:139
India, 39:102, 39:109 to 39:112
Japan, 32:123 to 32:125
Mexico, 27:89, 27:94 to 27:96
South Korea, 30:71
Spain, 37:62, 37:77
Switzerland, 26:9

AUTOMATIC STAY
Bankruptcy, 15:10

BAD FAITH
Good or Bad Faith (this index)

BANKRUPTCY
Generally, 15:1 to 15:38
Assumption of license agreement
debtor-licensee, 15:15
trustee, 15:14, 15:16
Austria, 21:59
Automatic stay, 15:10
Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and
Consumer Protection Act, 15:4
Bankruptcy Code, generally, 15:3
Bankruptcy code provisions dealing
specifically with intellectual
property rights, App 15A
Clauses, 15:36 to 15:38
Constitution of U.S., 15:1
Copyrights, secured creditors, 15:32
Creation of security interest, generally, 15:26
Creditors, generally, 15:11 to 15:35
Default clauses, 15:38
Election of licensee under Section
365(n), 15:20
Estate, 15:9
Executory contracts, generally,15:12, 15:13
Filing of security interest, 15:28,15:29
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Intellectual property rights, generally, 15:5, App 15A
Invoking bankruptcy, 15:7
Ipso facto clauses, 15:37
Know how and trade secrets, secured creditors, 15:34
Licensing agreement, intellectual property rights, 15:6
Non-dischargeable debts, 15:35
Patents, secured creditors, 15:31
Perfection of security interest, 15:27
Periodic renewal of filing of security interest, 15:29
Petitions, 15:7
Pre-1978 bankruptcy law, 15:2
Preemption, 15:30
Procedures, secured creditors, 15:25
Property, security interest as running with, 15:22
Purchase of property by secured party, 15:23
Rejection of executory contract or license agreement, 15:17, 15:18
Renewal of filing of security interest, 15:29
Reorganization plans, 15:24
Section 365(n) election by licensee, 15:20
Secured creditors, generally, 15:21 to 15:34
Security interest, generally, 15:26, 15:27
Set off, 15:23
Trademarks, secured creditors, 15:33
Trustee
generally, 15:8
assumption of license agreement, 15:14
rejection of license agreement, 15:17
Unsecured creditors, 15:11, 15:19
U.S. Constitution, 15:1

BANKRUPTCY ABUSE PREVENTION AND CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
Generally, 15:4

“BASEBALL” ARBITRATION
General arbitration clause, 8D:53

BAYH-DOLE ACT OF 1980
Applicability to all agencies, 14:11
March-in rights of government, 14:10
Universities (this index)
U.S. government funded or owned technology, 14:9 to 14:11

BERNE CONVENTION FOR PROTECTION OF LITERARY AND ARTISTIC WORKS
Generally, App 3
Copyrights, 5:17.75

BEST EFFORTS OBLIGATION
Structuring license agreements, 3:34

BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS
China, 29:27
Germany, 22:8
Taiwan, 31:13

BIOLOGICS PRICE COMPETITION AND INNOVATION ACT
Biotechnology Licensing (this index)

BIOSIMILARITY
Biotechnology Licensing (this index)

BIOTECHNOLOGY LICENSING
Generally, 13:1 to 13:41
Abbreviated new drug applications (ANDA)
generally, 13:26
counterclaims, 13:26.90
declaratory judgments, 13:26.85
Orange Book, 13:26.75
paragraph VIII statements, 13:26.50
settlement agreements, 13:26.87
Amendments. Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act (Waxman-Hatch amendments), below
America Invents Act, 13:11.50
Asexually reproduced plants definitions, 13:2
BIOTECHNOLOGY LICENSING
—Cont’d
Asexually reproduced plants
—Cont’d
patents, 13:7
Asilomar Conference, 13:5
Biologics Price Competition and
Innovation Act
generally, 13:26.92
application, 13:26.94
biosimilarity, App 13M
enforcement, 13:26.99
exclusivity, 13:26.96
implementation, questions and
answers, App 13M
information sharing, 13:26.98

Biotherapeutics
Biologics Price Competition and
Innovation Act (2009), App 13M
reference product, demonstrating
biosimilarity, App 13K
reference protein product, demon-
strating biosimilarity, App 13L

China, 29:23
Commercialization of biotechnology,
13:12
Copyright laws, protection under,
13:37
Counterclaims, abbreviated new drug
applications (ANDA), 13:26.90
Damages for patent infringement,
13:29.50
Declaratory judgments, 13:26.85
Definitions, 13:1, 13:2, 13:6
Demonstrating biosimilarity, App
13K, App 13L
Deposit of microorganisms, 13:7,
App 13A
Disclosure and utility patent protec-
tion, 13:20 to 13:23
DNA, Recombinant DNA, below
Drug Price Competition and Patent
Term Restoration Act (Waxman-
Hatch amendments)
generally, 13:24
abbreviated new drug applications
(ANDA), above

BIOTECHNOLOGY LICENSING
—Cont’d
Drug Price Competition and Patent
Term Restoration Act (Waxman-
Hatch amendments)—Cont’d
extension of patent, 13:25
Enablement. Utility patent protection,
below
Enforcement, 13:26.99
Ethical considerations, 13:10
European patents, 13:41
Exclusivity, 13:26.96
Federal Trade Commission rules,
13:26.91
Extension of drug patent, 13:25
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act, App 13F
Federal Trade Commission rules
exclusivity, 13:26.91
Hart-Scott-Rodino Act, App 13N
Fingerprint patent claims, 13:18
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, App
13F
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) regulation, 13:6
GATT, 13:40
Gene sequences, utility patent protec-
tion, 13:15.50, 13:19.50
Generic drugs and Waxman-Hatch
amendments, 13:26
Genetic testing study, 13:16.75
Government regulation
generally, 13:5, 13:6
know-how and trade secrets, 13:9
NIH, National Institutes of Health
(NIH), below
Patent Office rules. Patents, below
Guidance
Industry, App 13P
subject matter eligibility of claim,
App 13O
Hart-Scott-Rodino Act, Federal Trade
Commission rules, App 13N
Human organism, 13:11.50
India, patentability of new form of
known drug, 39:13.25
Industry guidance, App 13P
Information sharing, 13:26.98
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BIOTECHNOLOGY LICENSING —Cont’d
Infringement of patent, damages, 13:29.50
International Conference on Recombinant DNA Molecules, 13:5
International Convention for Protection of New Varieties of Plants, App 13I
International patent law, protection under, 13:40, 13:41
Known drug, patentability of new form, 39:13.25
Manual of Patenting Examining Procedure (MPEB), App 13B
Medical treatment methods, 13:16.50
Moral considerations, 13:10
NAFTA, 13:40
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 13:5
National Institutes of Health (NIH) guidelines on laboratory research, 13:5
model license agreements, App 13G, App 13H
Nonproprietary naming of biological products, App 13Q
Orange Book (ANDA), 13:26.75
Orphan Drug Act, 13:36, App 13E
Patent and Variety Protection Remedy Clarification Act, protection under, 13:35
Patent Office rules. Patents, below
Patents
asexually reproduced plants, 13:7
Brazil, 28:47
Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act (Waxman-Hatch amendments), above
European patents, 13:41
GATT, 13:40
India, patentability of new form of known drug, 39:13.25
infringement, damages, 13:29.50
international patent law, protection under, 13:40, 13:41

BIOTECHNOLOGY LICENSING —Cont’d
Patents—Cont’d
Manual of Patenting Examining Procedure (MPEB), App 13B
NAFTA, 13:40
Patent and Variety Protection Remedy Clarification Act, protection under, 13:35
Patent Office rules on deposit of microorganisms, App 13A
regarding applications disclosing nucleotides and/or amino sequences, App 13C
utility patent protection, below
Pay-for-delay settlements, drug purchases by consumers and Federal government, App 8E-AA
Plant utility patent protection, 13:15.75, 13:34
Plant Variety Protection Act generally, 13:30 to 13:33
enforcement, 13:33
farmer’s exemption, 13:32
statutory scheme, 13:31
text of act, App 13D
utilization of PVPA protection, 13:32
Prescription drugs
Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act, above
Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act (Waxman-Hatch amendments), above
pay-for-delay settlements, drug purchases by consumers and Federal government, App 8E-AA
Product-by-process claims, utility patent protection, 13:19, 13:19.50
Proprietary naming of biological products, App 13Q
BIOTECHNOLOGY LICENSING
—Cont’d
Quality considerations in demonstrating biosimilarity to reference protein product, App 13L

Recombinant DNA definition, 13:2
International Conference on Recombinant DNA Molecules, 13:5

Reference product, demonstrating biosimilarity, App 13K
Reference protein product, demonstrating biosimilarity, App 13L
Scientific considerations in demonstrating biosimilarity to reference product, App 13K

Seed production from patented seeds, 13:15.75
Sexually reproduced plants, definition, 13:2
Special problems, 13:3
Species and genus, 13:18.50
State personal property and criminal laws, 13:39
Subject matter eligibility of claim, App 13O

Term. Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act (Waxman-Hatch amendments), above
Trade secret protection, 13:8, 13:9
Trademark laws, protection under, 13:38
Utility patent protection generally, 13:10 to 13:27
abbreviated new drug applications (ANDA), 13:26
best mode, 13:23
Bilski and gene-sequence comparison, 13:19.50
Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act, above commercialization of biotechnology, 13:12
defining the invention, 13:17 to 13:19.50
disclosure, 13:20 to 13:23

BIOTECHNOLOGY LICENSING
—Cont’d
Utility patent protection—Cont’d
Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act (Waxman-Hatch amendments), above
enablement generally, 13:20
depositing microorganisms, 13:22
predictability, 13:21
prior art, 13:16
ethical considerations, 13:10
extension of drug patent, 13:25
fingerprint claims, 13:18
genetic testing, 13:16.75
isolated genes and their sequences, 13:15.50
medical treatment methods, 13:16.50
mere purification, 13:15
moral considerations, 13:10
patentability, 13:11, 13:13 to 13:16.75
plants, 13:34
prior art, enablement of, 13:16
product-by-process claims, 13:19, 13:19.50
seed production from patented seeds, 13:15.75
specificity of claim, 13:17 to 13:18.50
Waxman-Hatch amendments. Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act, above

BRAZIL
Generally, 28:1 to 28:117
Antitrust law, 28:2 to 28:4
Appeals patents, 28:39
registration of industrial design, 28:68
Applications registration of industrial design below
BRAZIL—Cont’d
Applications—Cont’d
trademarks, below
Biotechnology patents, 28:47
Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear of Brazil and Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of U.S., arrangement for
exchange of technical information and cooperation in regulatory and safety research matters, 
App 28B
Computer software
generally, 28:99 to 28:106
definitions, 28:100
infringement, 28:106
licenses, 28:102
ownership rights, 28:101
patents, computer programs, 28:49
registration, 28:104, 28:105
rights, generally, 28:101, 28:102
transfer rights, 28:102
Contracts and agreements
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of U.S. and Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear of Brazil, arrangement for
exchange of technical information and cooperation in regulatory and safety research matters, App 28B
science and technology cooperation, agreement with U.S. to amend and extend agreement relating to, App 28A

technology transfer rules, below
Copyright
generally, 28:90 to 28:98
duration, 28:96
economic rights, 28:93
infringement, 28:98
licenses, 28:95
moral rights, 28:94
ownership, 28:91
registration, 28:97
what is protected, 28:92
Deposits. Patents, below
Design. Registration of industrial design, below

BRAZIL—Cont’d
Duration
computer software, 28:103
copyright, 28:96
patents, 28:40
technology transfers, agreement, 
28:117
trademarks, 28:82
Earth sciences, memorandum of understanding between U.S.
Geological Survey and Institute of Geosciences of University of Brasilia concerning scientific and technical cooperation in,
App 28C
Economic rights, 28:93
Enforcement of antitrust laws, 28:4
Exploitation of patent, transfer of technology, 28:109
Figurative trademarks, 28:76
Forfeiture of patent, 28:45
Franchises, transfers of technology, 28:113
Geological Survey of U.S. and Institute of Geosciences of University of Brasilia, memorandum concerning scientific and technical cooperation in Earth Sciences, App 28C
Infringement
computer software, 28:106
copyright, 28:98
patent, 28:46
registration of industrial design, 28:70
trademarks, 28:89
Intellectual property law, generally, 28:5
International conventions, 28:5
Letters patent, applications, 28:38
Memorandum of understanding between U.S. Geological Survey and Institute of Geosciences of University of Brasilia concerning scientific and technical cooperation in Earth Sciences, App 28C
Moral rights, 28:94
Nominative trademarks, 28:75
BRAZIL—Cont’d
Novelty. Patents, below
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of U.S. and Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear of Brazil, arrangement for exchange of technical information and cooperation in regulatory and safety research matters, App 28B
Nullity
patent applications, 28:39
registration of industrial design, 28:68
Ownership
computer software, 28:101
copyright, 28:91
patents, below
registration of industrial design, below
Patents
generally, 28:6 to 28:49
appeal, 28:39
applications
generally, 28:27 to 28:39
appeal, 28:39
deposit and content
generally, 28:29
other countries, deposit of request in, 28:34
secrecy of deposited application, 28:36
Unionist priority, deposit of request with, 28:35
descriptive report, 28:30
designs, 28:32
examination of application, 28:37
justification, 28:31
letters patent, 28:38
nullity, 28:39
prior search, 28:28
secrecy of deposited application, 28:36
summary, 28:33
who may apply, 28:9
biotechnology patents, 28:47
compulsory license, 28:43
computer programs, 28:49
BRAZIL—Cont’d
Patents—Cont’d
definition, 28:7
deposits. Applications, above in this group
description, sufficiency, 28:23
designs, 28:32
duration, 28:40
examination of application, 28:37
forfeiture, 28:45
industrial use or application, 28:22
infringement, 28:46
inventive steps, 28:24
justification, 28:31
letters patent, applications, 28:38
license, generally, 28:41 to 28:44
license offer, 28:44
nonpatentable material, 28:26
novelty
generally, 28:18 to 28:25
grace period, 28:19
internal priority, 28:21
Unionist priority, 28:20
ownership
generally, 28:10 to 28:16
employers and employees, 28:11
prior possession, 28:14
restrictions on rights, 28:15
rights of owner, generally, 28:12
territorial restrictions on rights, 28:16
transfer, owner’s right of, 28:13
patentability, 28:17
person skilled in the art, 28:25
plant varieties, 28:48
prior possession, effect on owner’s rights, 28:14
restrictions on rights of owner, 28:15, 28:16
royalties, 28:42
termination, 28:45
territorial restrictions on rights, 28:16
time or date, duration, 28:40
transfers
copyright, 28:95
patent owner’s right of, 28:13
BRAZIL—Cont’d
Patents—Cont’d
transfers—Cont’d
technology transfers, exploitation of patent, 28:109
types of patents, 28:8
Unionist priority
application, deposit of request with Union priority, 28:35
novelty, 28:20
who may apply, 28:9
Plant varieties, patents, 28:48
Prohibited acts under antitrust laws,

Registration
computer software, 28:104, 28:105
copyrights, 28:97
industrial design. Registration of industrial design, below
technology transfer rules, below trademarks, 28:87, 28:88
Registration of industrial design generally, 28:50 to 28:70
appeal, 28:68
applications
depositing application overseas, 28:65
depositing application with Unionist priority, 28:66
requirements, generally, 28:64
to 28:66
who may apply, 28:55
definition of industrial design, 28:51
depositing application with Unionist priority, 28:66
infringement, 28:70
nullity, 28:68
ownership
generally, 28:56
duration, 28:63
employers and employees, 28:57
holders of registration generally, 28:58
maintenance of rights, 28:60
restriction on rights, 28:61,

28:62

BRAZIL—Cont’d
Registration of industrial design
—Cont’d
ownership—Cont’d
holders of registration—Cont’d
territorial restriction on rights,

28:62
transfer rights, 28:59
registering, generally, 28:53
requirements for protection, 28:54
termination, 28:69
unregisterable items, 28:67
who may apply, 28:55
why protect design, 28:52
Research, arrangement between Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of U.S. and Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear of Brazil for exchange of technical information and cooperation in regulatory and safety research matters, App 28B
Royalties, patents, 28:42
Safety research matters, arrangement between Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of U.S. and Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear of Brazil for exchange of technical information and cooperation in regulations, App 28B
Science
agreement with U.S. to amend and extend agreement between U.S. and Brazil relating to cooperation in, App 28A
memorandum of understanding between U.S. Geological Survey and Institute of Geosciences of University of Brasilia concerning scientific and technical cooperation in Earth Sciences, App 28C
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of U.S. and Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear of Brazil, arrangement for exchange of technical information and cooperation in regulatory and safety research
BRAZIL—Cont’d
Science—Cont’d
matters, App 28B
technology transfer rules, below
Software. Computer software, above
Specific acts prohibited under antitrust laws, 28:3
Technology
memorandum of understanding between U.S. Geological Survey and Institute of Geosciences of University of Brasilia concerning scientific and technical cooperation in Earth Sciences, App 28C
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of U.S. Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear of Brazil, arrangement for exchange of technical information and cooperation in regulatory and safety research matters, App 28B
science, above
transfer rules. Technology transfer rules, below
Technology transfer rules generally, 28:107 to 28:117
contents of agreement, generally, 28:108 to 28:113
duration of agreements, 28:117
exploitation of patent, 28:109
franchises, 28:113
registration of contracts generally, 28:107
decisions, 28:115
requirements, 28:114
remuneration, 28:116
rendering technical and scientific assistance services, 28:112
supply of technology, 28:111
trademark, use of, 28:110
Termination
patent, 28:45
registration of industrial design, 28:69
trademarks, 28:83
Territorial restrictions
patents, 28:16

BRAZIL—Cont’d
Territorial restrictions—Cont’d
registration of industrial design, 28:62
time or date
duration, above
patent duration, 28:40
registration of industrial design, duration of ownership, 28:63
trademark duration, 28:82
Trademarks
generally, 28:71 to 28:89
application generally, 28:84 to 28:86
examination, 28:86
prior search, 28:85
certification marks, 28:74
definition, 28:72
duration, 28:82
examination of application, 28:86
figurative marks, 28:76
infringement, 28:89
licenses, 28:81
mixed trademarks, 28:77
nominative, 28:75
nominative marks, 28:46
owner’s rights, 28:80
prior search, application, 28:85
registration, 28:87, 28:88
termination, 28:83
three dimensional marks, 28:78
transfer, right to, 28:81
types of trademarks, 28:73 to 28:79
who may apply, 28:79
Transfers
industrial designs, right to transfer, 28:59
patents, 28:81
technology agreement to transfer technology, exploitation of patent, 28:109
rules. Technology transfer rules, above
trademarks, 28:81
Unionist priority. Patents, above
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BRAZIL—Cont’d
University of Brasilia, memorandum of understanding between U.S. Geological Survey and, concerning scientific and technical cooperation in Earth Sciences, App 28C

BREXIT
European Union, effects in, 19:40.60

BRITAIN
United Kingdom (this index)

BROADBAND
Antitrust laws, Dept of Justice symposium on changing competition in telecommunications industry, App 8E-BB

BROADCASTING
China, 29:115 to 29:117
Colombia, 40:97
European Union, 19:115 to 19:117
Germany, 22:86, 22:88
India, 39:110
Japan, 32:121, 32:131, 32:138, 32:143
Mexico, 27:108, 27:116
Philippines, 33:108
South Korea, 30:74

BUSINESS
Australia, 24:45
Germany, 22:2
Property used in trade, taxation, capital gains or ordinary income, 9:11
Sale, exchange or conversion of property, taxation of gains or losses from, App 9I

BUSINESS METHOD
Canada, 25:25.75
South Korea, 30:134

BUSINESS METHOD PATENTS
Technological invention defined, App 4K
Transitional program for covered business method patents, App 4J, App 4K

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY FRANCHISES
Generally, App 18B
Federal regulation, 18:7.20

BUSINESS PRACTICES
Unfair Business Practices (this index)

BUSINESS REPUTATION
South Korea, 30:58

BUSINESS SECRETS
Colombia, 40:77

CABLE FOR TECHNICAL PURPOSES
Spain, 37:72, 37:73

CABLE RETRANSMISSION
European Union, 19:115 to 19:117

CANADA
Generally, 25:1 to 25:65
Abandonment, 25:42
Advertising, 25:20
Appeals, 25:37
Applications
patents, below trademarks, below
Assignments, trademarks, 25:22.50
Automatic protection, 25:59
Business method patents, 25:25.75
Certified copies of patents as evidence, 25:52
Chemical patents, 25:25.50
Competition Act § 32, 25:4
Completing incomplete application, 25:29
Compulsory licensing, 25:47
Computer software, 25:53
Conduct involving more than IP right, 25:3
Construction of patent, 25:43.50
Continuation-in-part, 25:38
Conventions, 25:8
Copies, 25:52
INDEX

CANADA—Cont’d
Copyright
generally, 25:57 to 25:65
assigning and licensing, 25:63,
25:64
automatic protection, 25:59
coverage, 25:58
duration of protection, 25:60
exclusive licensing, 25:64
infringement, 25:61.50
moral rights, 25:62
notice and notice, 25:65
registration, 25:61
technological protection measures,
25:62.50
Criminal penalties for infringement,
25:49
Cross-examination, 25:51
Damages, 25:48.50
Deceptive marketing practices, App
25A
Design patents, 25:54 to 25:56
Drawings, 25:28
Duration of protection, 25:60
Electronic submissions and storage,
25:31
Enforcement guidelines, App 25C
Evidence, 25:50 to 25:52
Exclusive licensing, 25:64
Expert evidence, 25:50 to 25:52
Fees, 25:40
Filing date, 25:30
Foreign countries, 25:14, 25:33
Guidelines, intellectual property
enforcement, App 25C
Improvements, 25:34
Induced infringement, 25:48.25
Infringement
generally, 25:48 et seq.
criminal penalties, 25:49
induced infringement, 25:48.25
punitive damages, 25:48.50
Intellectual property right, conduct
involving more than, 25:3
Items in addition to application,
25:18

CANADA—Cont’d
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litigation, 8C:24, 8C:25
federal patent policy, 8C:23
multiple patents, 8E:15
pooling of patents, improper,
8E:29 to 8E:31
post-expiration royalties, 8E:14 to
8E:18
termination for nonpayment of,
8C:22, 8C:23
United Kingdom, license agree-
ment provisions in, 23:125
unpatented goods, royalties based
on, 8E:20
Rules of practice for trials before the
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
App 4G
Settlements, 8C:35 to 8C:38, 8E:40,
8E:41
Short-term patent, 29A:5
Singapore (this index)
South Korea (this index)
Spain (this index)
Standard setting and RAND, 4:51.50
Standard Setting Organizations
(SSOs) contracting practices,
App 8E-GG
Standing, adversarial proceedings
between licensors and licensees,
federal court jurisdiction,
8C:14:60, 8C:14:85
State Eleventh Amendment
immunity, 8C:21

PATENTS—Cont’d
Subject matter eligibility guidance,
revised patent, App 4A
Submission of application by third
party, 4:21
Supplemental application examina-
tion, 4:24
Surrender
India, 39:32, 39:33
Japan, surrender of rights, 32:31
Nigeria, 38:13
Philippines, 33:40
Thailand, 36:17
Switzerland (this index)
Taiwan (this index)
Taxation (this index)
Term. Duration, above
Termination of agreement.
Adversarial proceedings
between licensors and licensees,
above
Territorial restrictions, 8E:36 to
8E:38
Thailand (this index)
Third parties, 4:30
Tie outs, 8E:25
Time or date
duration, above
laches, 4:59, 4:60
Trade dress law in conflict, 7:15
Trade secrets. Know-How and
Trade Secrets (this index)
Transitional program for covered
business method patents
definition of technological inven-
tion, App 4K
implementation, App 4J
Treble damages as infringement rem-
edy, 4:50
Trials
practice guide for proposed trial
rules, App 4H
rules of practice for trials before
the Patent Trial and Appeal
Board, App 4G
Tying, 8E:23, 8E:24
Types of patents, 4:3 to 4:11
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Use restrictions on licenses, 8E:22
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Utility patent
generally, 4:3, 4:5
Biotechnology Licensing (this index)
computer software, 12:35 to 12:37
guide to filing application, App 4D
Utility requirement for patentability, 4:39
Validity
adversarial proceedings between licensors and licensees, above
contract law aspects of licensing, 2:27

PAY-FOR-DELAY
Reverse Payment (this index)

PAYMENT
Antitrust and misuse, reverse payment, 8E:41
Austria, App 21B
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Pay-for-delay. Reverse Payment (this index)
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Taxation (this index)
United Kingdom (this index)
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See also Criminal Penalties (this index)
Japan (this index)

PENALTIES
Colombia, 40:83
Criminal Penalties (this index)
Economic Espionage Act (EEA), 8A:31
India (this index)
Philippines, 33:97, 33:117
Taiwan, 31:55
United Kingdom, 23:134, 23:135

PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
China (this index)

PERFECTION OF SECURITY INTEREST
Bankruptcy, 15:27

PERFORMERS AND PERFORMANCES
Address of Marybeth Peters, Register of Copyrights, Ensuring Artists Fair Compensation (July 31, 2007), App 5B
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Ecuador, 42:18, 42:19
European Communities, collective cross-border management of copyright and related rights for legitimate online music, App 19C
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Peru, 43:25
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WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT), App 2
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PERMANENT INJUNCTIONS
European Union, 19:135

PERMISSION FOR USE
India, 39:66
South Korea, 30:99

PERSONAL PROPERTY
Taxation of internal licenses, source rules for personal property, App 10H
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Generally, 43:1 to 43:28
Articles, press, 43:20
Collective management, 43:26
Computer programs, 43:18
Copyright
generally, 43:9 to 43:28
collective management, 43:26
computer programs, 43:18
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Copyright—Cont’d
data bases, 43:19
derivative works, 43:10
duration, 43:17
economic rights, 43:13
fair use, 43:16
ineligible for protection, 43:11
infringement, 43:28
licenses, generally, 43:23
limits on exploitation, 43:15
moral rights, 43:14
ownership, 43:12
performers’ rights, 43:25
press articles, 43:20
remuneration, 43:22
safeguarding mechanisms, 43:27
transfer of rights, 43:21 to 43:24
writing, 43:24
Data bases, 43:19
Derivative works, 43:10
Disputes, settlement of, 43:5
Duration, 43:17
Economic rights, 43:13
Economy, 43:2
Eligibility, 43:11
Exploitation, 43:15
Fair use, 43:16
Foreign investment, 43:3
Import policies, 43:4
Industrial property, 43:8
Infringement, 43:28
Intellectual property licenses, 43:7
Intellectual property protection, 43:6
Investment, 43:3
Limitations and restrictions, 43:15
Moral rights, 43:14
Ownership, 43:12
Performers’ rights, 43:25
Press articles, 43:20
Protection, 43:6, 43:11
Remuneration, 43:22
Safeguarding mechanisms, 43:27
Settlement of disputes, 43:5
Time, 43:17
Transfer of rights, 43:21 to 43:24
Writing, 43:24

PETERS, MARYBETH, REGISTER
OF COPYRIGHTS
Address of July 31, 2007, Ensuring
Artists Fair Compensation:
Updating the Performance Right
and Platform Parity for the 21st
Century, App 5B

PETROLEUM MARKETING
PRACTICES ACT
Franchising, 18:7.55

PETTY PATENTS
Thailand, 36:19

PHARMACEUTICALS AND
PHARMACEUTICAL
PRODUCTS
Biotechnology Licensing (this
index)
Germany, 22:31
India, 39:29, 39:37
Taiwan, 31:19

PHILIPPINES
Generally, 33:1 to 33:125
Abstract, 33:31
Agents, 33:26
Amendment, 33:36, 33:41
Appeal and review, 33:123
Application
industrial designs, 33:64
layout designs of integrated
circuits, 33:73
patents, below
trademarks, below
Appointment of agent, 33:26
Artistic works, 33:99
Assignment, 33:47, 33:48, 33:89,
33:109
Broadcasting organizations, rights of,
33:108
Cancellation
industrial designs, 33:68
layout designs of integrated
circuits, 33:76
patents, 33:42
trademarks, 33:91, 33:92
utility models, 33:60
Capital, repatriation of, 33:7
LICENSING

PHILIPPINES—Cont’d
Certificate of registration, 33:86
Civil action, 33:54
Claims, 33:30
Compulsory, 33:77
Compulsory license, 33:51, 33:52
Computer program, 33:114
Conditions, compulsory license, 33:52
Conversion, 33:9, 33:61
Copyrights
generally, 33:98 to 33:117
artistic works, 33:99
assignment, 33:109
broadcasting organizations, rights of, 33:108
computer program, 33:114
criminal penalties, 33:117
derivative works, 33:100, 33:101
duration, 33:115
economic rights, 33:104
fair use, 33:111
infringement, remedies for, 33:116
libraries, 33:113
limitations on rights
generally, 33:110 to 33:114
fair use, 33:111
reproduction, 33:112 to 33:114
reprographic reproduction by libraries, 33:113
literary works, 33:99
moral rights, 33:105
neighboring rights, 33:106 to 33:108
ownership, 33:103
performers, rights of, 33:106
producers of sound recordings, rights of, 33:107
protection, 33:102
published edition of work, 33:101
published work, 33:112
reproduction, 33:112 to 33:114
reprographic reproduction by libraries, 33:113
Criminal action, 33:57
Criminal penalties, 33:97, 33:117
Damages, 33:94
Defenses, 33:56

PHILIPPINES—Cont’d
Derivative works, 33:100, 33:101
Description, 33:29
Designs
industrial designs, below
layout designs of integrated circuits, below
Disclosure, 33:17, 33:28
Dividends, 33:4
Division of application, 33:84
Duration
copyrights, 33:115
industrial designs, 33:67
layout designs of integrated circuits, 33:75
patents, 33:39
trademarks, 33:87
utility models, 33:59
Economic rights, 33:104
Economy
generally, 33:2 to 33:9
exchange controls, 33:3
interest, transfer of, 33:5
profits and dividends, transfer of, 33:4
repatriation of capital, 33:7
repayment of principal, 33:8
royalties and fees, transfer of, 33:6
Employer/employee, 33:23
Examination, 33:35, 33:36, 33:65, 33:85
Exceptions to none-use, cancellation, 33:92
Exchange controls, 33:3
Exemption, 33:122
Fair use, 33:111
Fees, 33:6
Filing date, 33:82
First-to-file rule, 33:22, 33:72
Foreign laws, 33:12
Foreign relations, 33:10
Goods and services, 33:83
Government use, 33:46
Grant, 33:38, 33:43, 33:88
Guarantees against inconvertibility, 33:9
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Industrial applicability, 33:19

Industrial designs
  generally, 33:62 to 33:68
  application requirements, 33:64
cancellation, 33:68
duration, 33:67
examination, 33:65
registration, 33:63, 33:66

Infringement
  copyrights, 33:116
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  patents, below
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Injunctions, 33:94
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Inventive step, 33:18

Joint owners, rights of, 33:48
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  generally, 33:69 to 33:78
  application requirements, 33:73
cancellation, 33:76
  compulsory, 33:77
duration, 33:75
  first-to-file rule, 33:72
infringement, 33:78
registration, 33:70, 33:71, 33:74
right to registration, 33:71
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Limitations and restrictions
  copyrights, above
  patents, 33:44 to 33:46
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Mandatory provisions, 33:120

Models. Utility models, below

Moral rights, 33:105

Neighboring rights, 33:106 to 33:108

Notice requirement, 33:95

Novelty, 33:15
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Opposition, 33:85
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Patents
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  amendment, 33:36, 33:41
  application requirements
    generally, 33:25 to 33:32
    abstract, 33:31
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  claims, 33:30
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  request, 33:27
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  assignment, 33:47, 33:48
cancellation, 33:42
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first-to-file rule, 33:22
government use, 33:46
grant, 33:38, 33:43
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  infringement
    generally, 33:53 to 33:57
    civil action, 33:54
    criminal action, 33:57
defenses, 33:56
  limitation of action, 33:55
  inventive step, 33:18
  joint owners, rights of, 33:48
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prior user, 33:45
priority, 33:24
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refusal, 33:38
request, 33:27
rights, generally, 33:21 to 33:24
surrender, 33:40
terms, compulsory license, 33:52
unity of invention, 33:32
voluntary license, 33:49, 33:50

Payment, 33:8
Penalties, 33:97, 33:117
Performers, rights of, 33:106
Preliminary review, request for, 33:123
Prior art, 33:16
Prior user, 33:45
Priority, 33:24
Producers of sound recordings, rights of, 33:107
Profits and dividends, transfer of, 33:4
Prohibited provisions, 33:121
Protection, 33:102
Publication
edition of work published, 33:101
patents, 33:33, 33:34
published work, generally, 33:112
technology transfer, 33:125
trademarks, 33:85
Reciprocity of foreign laws, 33:12
Recordings, sound, 33:107
Records and recordings, 33:22, 33:72, 33:82
Refusal, 33:38
Registrability, 33:80
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industrial designs, 33:63, 33:66
layout designs of integrated circuits, 33:70, 33:71, 33:74
trademarks, 33:83, 33:86
Repatriation of capital, 33:7
Repayment of principal, 33:8
Reproduction, 33:112 to 33:114
Reprographic reproduction by libraries, 33:113
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Royalties and fees, transfer of, 33:6
Single registration for goods and/or services, 33:83
Sound recordings, 33:107
Surrender, 33:40
Technology transfer
generally, 33:119 to 33:125
exemption, 33:122
mandatory provisions, 33:120
preliminary review, request for, 33:123
prohibited provisions, 33:121
publication, 33:125
rights of licensor/licensee, 33:124
Terms, compulsory license, 33:52
Time
duration, above trademarks, 33:82, 33:87
Trade secrets, 33:118
Trademarks
generally, 33:79 to 33:97
application
generally, 33:81 to 33:85
division of application, 33:84
examination, 33:85
filing date, 33:82
opposition, 33:85
publication, 33:85
single registration for goods and/or services, 33:83
assignment, 33:89
cancellation, 33:91, 33:92
certificate of registration, 33:86
criminal penalties, 33:97
damages, 33:94
duration, 33:87
examination, 33:85
exceptions to none-use, cancellation, 33:92
filing date, 33:82
goods and services, 33:83
grant, 33:88
infringement
generally, 33:93 to 33:97
criminal penalties, 33:97
damages, 33:94
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    limitations of actions, 33:96
    notice requirement, 33:95
  injunctions, 33:94
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opposition, 33:85
publication, 33:85
registrability, 33:80
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  rights granted, 33:88
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  voluntary license, 33:90
Transfers
economy, 33:4-33:6
technology transfer, above
Unity of invention, 33:32
Utility models
generally, 33:58 to 33:61
cancellation, 33:60
conversion, 33:61
duration, 33:59
Voluntary license, 33:49, 33:50, 33:90
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Colombia, 40:96
Hungary, 49:136
Japan, 32:120, 32:130, 32:138, 32:144
Mexico, 27:106
South Korea, 30:73
Switzerland, 26:48
WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT), App 2

PHONORECORDS
Compulsory license for making, distributing, and delivering digital phonorecords, App 5C

PHOTOGRAPHIC WORKS
Mexico, 27:99

PHYSICAL MEDIA
Spain, 37:79

PILOT PROGRAMS
Green technologies, including greenhouse gas reduction, App 4F
PPH. Patent Prosecution Highway Pilot Program (this index)

PIRACY
European Union (this index)
Hong Kong, copyright infringement, 29A:28

PLANT VARIETIES
Brazil, patents, 28:48
France (this index)
Hungary, 49:32
South Korea, 30:8

PLEDGE
Taiwan, 31:85
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Generally, 48:1 to 48:22
Assignment, 48:8, 48:20
Collective trademarks, 48:17
Compulsory licenses, 48:12, 48:13
Conditions, compulsory licenses, 48:13
Contracts and agreements, 48:9
Foreign applications, 48:7, 48:19
Implied licenses, 48:11
Infringement, 48:15, 48:22
Intellectual property, 48:2
Models, utility, 48:4
Nullification, 48:14
Open licenses, 48:10
Patents
generally, 48:3 to 48:15
application, 48:5, 48:7
assignment, 48:8
compulsory licenses, 48:12, 48:13
conditions, compulsory licenses, 48:13
contracts and agreements, 48:9
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license by contract, 48:9
nullification, 48:14
open licenses, 48:10
utility models, 48:4
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generally, 48:16 to 48:22
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applications, 48:19
assignments, 48:20
collective trademarks, 48:17
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infringement, 48:22
licenses, generally, 48:21
Utility models, 48:4
Working, 48:6

POOLING OF PATENTS
Patents (this index)
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Mexico, 27:119, 27:121

PORTFOLIOS
Conglomerate Mergers, Antitrust
Division submission for OECD
Roundtable on Portfolio Effects
in, App 8E-Q
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Generally, 34:1 to 34:33
Appeals, 34:23, 34:24
Applications, 34:11, 34:21 to 34:24
Arbitration, 34:31
Assignment, 34:27
Associated marks, 34:16
Certification marks, 34:17
Collective marks, 34:18
Competition, 34:33
Compulsory licenses, 34:13
Criminal enforcement, 34:32
Currency, 34:4
Customs, 34:28
Domain names, 34:29
Employers, right to patent, 34:9
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Foreign investment, 34:2
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copyrights, 34:30 to 34:32
Intellectual property rights, 34:30 to 34:32
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Investments, 34:2
Mention, right to be, 34:10
Models, 34:14
Names, 34:29
Opposition, 34:23
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generally, 34:5 to 34:13
applications, 34:11
compulsory licenses, 34:13
employers, right to patent, 34:9
licenses, generally, 34:12
patentability, 34:7
rights, generally, 34:6 to 34:10
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Taxation, 34:3
Term, 34:6, 34:20
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associated marks, 34:16
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collective marks, 34:18
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<td>Malaysia, 44:12</td>
</tr>
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<td>Switzerland, 26:13</td>
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<tr>
<td>PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION</td>
<td>Federal Arbitration Act, 8D:9</td>
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<td>Patents, 8C:33</td>
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<td>PRICE DISCRIMINATION</td>
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<td>Copyrights, 8E:51</td>
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<td>Know-how and trade secrets, 8E:62</td>
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<td>Patents, 8E:26, 8E:27</td>
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<td>South Korea, 30:133</td>
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<td>Philippines, 33:16</td>
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<td>Patents, 4:58</td>
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<td>University licensing, 11:16.50</td>
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<td>Indonesia, 47:11, 47:28</td>
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<td>Know-how and trade secrets, 8A:37.50</td>
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<td>Patent Law Treaty, foreign applications, App 4P</td>
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<td>Australia, 24:42</td>
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India, 39:43
Singapore, 46:21

PRIVATE MONOPOLY
Japan, 32:159, 32:160

PROCEDURAL MATTERS
France, trademarks, 20:50

PRODUCERS AND PRODUCTION
Colombia, 40:96
Hungary, 49:136, 49:138
Japan, 32:130
Philippines, 33:107
South Korea, 30:73

PRODUCT DESIGN
Trade dress, 7:8

PRODUCT-BY-PROCESS CLAIMS
Biotechnology licensing, 13:19, 13:19.50

PROFITS
Joint ventures, 17:3
Philippines, 33:4

PROGRESSIVE ENCROACHMENT
Trademark infringement, 6:27.50

PROHIBITED LICENSING PRACTICES
Antitrust Laws (this index)
Know-How and Trade Secrets (this index)
Misuse Doctrine (this index)
Patents (this index)
Trademarks (this index)

PROMOTIONS
South Korea, 30:128

PROPER NAMES
Trademarks, 6:5

PROPERTY RIGHTS
Industrial Property and Property Rights (this index)
Intellectual Property Rights (this index)
Know-How and Trade Secrets (this index)

PROPERTY RIGHTS—Cont’d
South Korea, 30:67, 30:69, 30:71, 30:117 to 30:134

PROPRIETOR
European Union, 19:79
Germany, 22:41, 22:48

PROTECTION OF DATABASES
European Union Directive 96/9/EC,
legal protection of databases,
App 19D

PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
As to particular matters
see more specific entries
throughout this index

PROTECTION PERIOD
South Korea, 30:68

PROTECTIVE ORDERS
Know-how and trade secrets, App 8A-A

PROTOCOL
Common Regulations Under Madrid Agreement Concerning
International Registration of Marks and Protocol Relating to
That Agreement, App 7
Madrid Agreement Concerning International Registration of
Marks and Protocol Relating to
That Agreement, App 6, App 7
U.S. multilateral protocol relating to
Madrid Agreement, App 6

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION
Spain, 37:12

PROVISIONAL TREATMENT
Australia, 24:11

PROVISIONS IN LICENSE AGREEMENTS
Generally. Structuring License Agreements (this index)

PROXY
Indonesia, 47:10
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Japan, 32:135

PTO
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) (this index)
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Japan, 32:115
South Korea, 30:74

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
Venezuela, 41:14

PUBLIC COPYRIGHT REGISTER
Mexico, 27:122

PUBLIC DOMAIN
Mexico, 27:111

PUBLIC INTEREST
Mexico, 27:109 to 27:111
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France, patents, 20:20
Japan, 32:114
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- licenses, generally, 31:84
- misappropriation, 31:87 to 31:88.50
- ownership, 31:79, 31:80, 31:82
- pledge, 31:85
- secrecy during trial, 31:89
Trademarks
- generally, 31:42 to 31:56
- applicant, 31:43, 31:45
- application, 31:44
- assignment, 31:49
- cancellation, 31:53
- criminal penalties, 31:55
- customs authorities, implementation regulations to suspend goods infringing on trademark rights, App 31B
- duration, 31:48
- foreign applicant, 31:45
- infringement, 31:54, 31:55
- licenses, generally, 31:50 to 31:52
- opposition, 31:46
- revocation of licenses, 31:52
- rights, 31:47
- special types, generally, 31:56
- terms of licenses, 31:51
- Trials, secrecy during, 31:89
- Utility models, 31:30 to 31:33

Taxation—Cont’d
- internal licenses, App 10C
- Argentina, 35:3, 35:25
- Business property, sale, exchange, or conversion of, 9:11, App 9I
- Capital assets
- definition, App 9H
- ordinary income or capital gains, 9:10
- Capital gains
- generally, 9:2, 9:8 to 9:28
- capital assets, 9:10
- copyrights, sale or exchange requirement, 9:15
- depreciation recapture, 9:27
- holding periods, generally, 9:12
- internal licenses, taxation of, 10:7
- I.R.C. § 174, 9:29
- I.R.C. § 1221
- generally, 9:9
- capital asset, 9:10
- I.R.C. § 1231
- generally, 9:9
- trade or business, property used in, 9:11
- I.R.C. § 1235
- generally, 9:16 to 9:25
- all substantial rights, generally, 9:19, 9:20
- basic statutory scheme, 9:17
- qualification under other capital gains provisions, 9:25
- related persons, 9:23
- rights defined, 9:18
- rights retention, 9:20
- transfer and payment, 9:24
- transferor as holder, 9:22
- undivided interest, 9:21
- ordinary income or capital gains.
- See entries throughout this group
- qualification under other capital gains provisions, I.R.C. § 1235, 9:25
- related persons, I.R.C. § 1235, 9:23
- rights defined, I.R.C. § 1235, 9:18
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TAXATION—Cont’d
Capital gains—Cont’d
rights retention, I.R.C. § 1235, 9:20
sale or exchange requirement, generally, 9:13
trade or business, property used in, 9:11
trade or business expenses, App 9A
trademarks and trade names, 9:14
transfer and payment, I.R.C. § 1235, 9:24
transferor as holder, I.R.C. § 1235, 9:22
transfers. See entries throughout this group
treatment limitations, 9:26 to 9:28
undivided interest, I.R.C. § 1235, 9:21
Copyrights
capital gains, sale or exchange requirement, 9:15
fee deductibility by transferee, copyright purchases, 9:41
Cost basis of depreciation, patent rights purchases, 9:36
Credit for taxes in lieu of income, taxation of internal licenses, App 10O
Deductions. Fee deductibility by transferee, below
Depreciation
generally, App 9C
capital gains, depreciation recapture, 9:27
gain from disposition of depreciable property, 9:27, App 9K
patent rights purchases, below
Double taxation and foreign tax credit, 10:6, 10:9, 10:10
Equipment leasing, 16:18 to 16:18.75
Fee deductibility by transferee
generally, 9:30 to 9:41
copyright purchases, 9:41
patent rights purchases, below royalty payments, 9:32

TAXATION—Cont’d
Fee deductibility by transferee—Cont’d
sale or license, generally, 9:31
trade secret purchases, 9:39
trademark purchases, 9:40
Fixed payment, income spreading by transferor, 9:5
Foreign corporations. Internal licenses, taxation of, below
Foreign exchange controls, 10:17
Foreign tax credit
see also Internal licenses, taxation of, below
generally, 10:6, 10:9, 10:10
Franchises, transfers of, App 9L
General taxation issues, 9:1
Gross income, taxation of internal licenses, App 10J
Holder, transferor as holder under I.R.C. § 1235—ordinary income or capital gains, 9:22
Holding periods. Capital gains, above
Hong Kong, 29A:38
Imputation of interest, capital gains, 9:28
Income spreading by transferor
generally, 9:3
fixed payment, 9:5
installment method of reporting gain, 9:6
open transaction doctrine, 9:7
royalties, 9:4
Income tax
see lines throughout this topic
Installment method of accounting, 9:6, App 9E
Intangibles, transferring or using (U.S.), 10:15
Interest
capital gains, 9:28
deferred payments, interest on, App 9G
Internal licenses, taxation of
generally, 10:1 to 10:17
allocation of income and deductions among taxpayers, App 10C
TAXATION—Cont’d
Internal licenses, taxation of—Cont’d
capital contribution, transfer of technology as, 10:16
capital contribution, transfer of technology as, 10:16
capital contribution, transfer of technology as, 10:16
capital contribution, transfer of technology as, 10:16
capital contribution, transfer of technology as, 10:16
capital contribution, transfer of technology as, 10:16
capital contribution, transfer of technology as, 10:16
characterization of transaction, 10:3 to 10:7
credit for taxes in lieu of income, App 10O
definitions and special rules, App 10G
double taxation and foreign tax credit, 10:6, 10:9, 10:10
foreign corporations
foreign countries and possessions of U.S., App 10M
foreign exchange controls, 10:17
gross income, App 10J
income of foreign corporations connected with U.S. business, tax on, App 10K
income tax consequences
see also other entries throughout this group
generally, 10:4, 10:5, App 10K
bilateral income tax treaties, 10:10
double taxation and foreign tax credit, 10:6, 10:9, 10:10
local tax, imposition of, 10:4
source of income, determining, 10:6, 10:7, App 10D et seq.
intangibles, transferring or using (U.S.), 10:15
international licensing transfers involving U.S. participant(s).
See entries throughout this group
know-how
capital contribution, transfer of technology as, 10:16
subject matter of transaction, 10:2
limitation on credit, App 10P
multinational income taxation and governmental relief, 10:8 to 10:10

TAXATION—Cont’d
Internal licenses, taxation of—Cont’d
nonresident alien individuals, tax on, App 10I
outside U.S., income source, App 10E
patents, gain from certain sales or exchanges to foreign corporations, App 10Q
personal property, source rules for, App 10H
reallocation of income between related entities, 10:13 to 10:16
related entities, technology transfers to, 10:13 to 10:16
royalties, local taxation of, generally, 10:4
source of income, determining generally, 10:3 to 10:7, 10:6, 10:7, App 10D et seq.
special rules for determining source, App 10F
structuring transfer, 10:12
subject matter of transaction, 10:2
substantial rights to intangible property, criteria for determining transfer of, 10:12
technology transfers, generally, 10:2
transactional taxes, generally, 10:11
transfer pricing, 10:13
transfer to corporation controlled by transferor, 10:3 to 10:7, App 10A
treaty, income affected by, App 10L
“turnover” taxes, 10:9
voting stock of foreign corporation, deemed credit where domestic corporation owns 10% or more of, App 10N
within U.S., income source, App 10D
International licensing transfers involving U.S. participant(s).
Internal licenses, taxation of, above
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Know-how and trade secret fee deductibility by transferee, trade secret purchases, 9:39
internal licenses, taxation of, 10:2, 10:16
License, generally. Fee deductibility by transferee, above
Limitation on credit, taxation of internal licenses, App 10P
Litigation expenses, 9:42
Losses, tax treatment of, App 9B
Multinational income taxation and governmental relief, 10:8 to 10:10
Nonresident alien individuals, tax on, App 10I
Obsolescence or loss of value of patent, depreciation adjustment, 9:38
Open transaction doctrine, income spreading by transferor, 9:7
Ordinary income or capital gains.
Capital gains, above
Outside U.S., income source, App 10E
Patent rights purchases
generally, 9:33 to 9:38, App 9J
cost basis of depreciation, 9:36
depreciation, generally, 9:36 to 9:38
fee deductibility by transferee. See entries throughout this group obsolescence or loss of value, depreciation adjustment, 9:38
patent status, 9:34
permitted depreciation methods, 9:37
term of depreciation, 9:35
Patents
purchases. Patents rights purchases, above
taxation of internal licenses, gain from certain sales or exchanges to foreign corporations, App 10Q
Payment
fee deductibility by transferee, royalty payments, 9:32

ordinary income or capital gains (I.R.C. § 1235), 9:24
Permitted depreciation methods, patent rights purchases, 9:37
Personal property, source rules for, App 10H
Portugal, 34:3
Related persons
ordinary income or capital gains (I.R.C. § 1235), 9:23
transactions between, App 9D
Rights defined under I.R.C. § 1235, ordinary income or capital gains, 9:18
Rights retention under I.R.C. § 1235, ordinary income or capital gains, 9:20
Royalties
fee deductibility by transferee, royalty payments, 9:32
income spreading by transferor, 9:4
internal licenses, taxation of, 10:4
super royalty, App 9F
United Kingdom, 23:125
Sale or exchanges, generally. Capital gains, above
Sales. Fee deductibility by transferee, above
Source of income, taxation of internal licenses, generally, 10:3 to 10:7, 10:6, 10:7, App 10D et seq.
Status of patent, 9:34
Trade names. Trademarks and trade names, below
Trade or business, capital gains treatment of property used in, 9:11
Trade or business expenses, capital gains treatment, App 9A
Trade secret. Know-how and trade secret, above
Trademarks and trade names
fee deductibility by transferee, trademark licensing and purchases, 9:40
licensing, fee deductibility by transferee, 9:40

Index-148
INDEX

TAXATION—Cont’d
Trademarks and trade names
—Cont’d
ordinary income or capital gains, 9:14
transfers of, App 9L
Transferor as holder under I.R.C.
§ 1235, ordinary income or
capital gains, 9:22
Transfers
see also other entries throughout
this topic
capital gains, above
fee deductibility by transferee, above
Treaty, income affected by—taxation
of internal licenses, App 10L
“True” leases, 16:18 to 16:18.75
Undivided interest under I.R.C.
§ 1235, ordinary income or
capital gains, 9:21
United Kingdom, royalty payments, 23:125
Voting stock of foreign corporation, deemed credit where domestic
corporation owns 10% or more of, App 10N
Within U.S., income source, App 10D

TECHNOLOGICAL INVENTION
Definition, App 4K

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACTS
China, 29:129

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFERS
Argentina, 35:24, 35:25
Brazil (this index)
China, 29:134
Colombia, 40:6, 40:7
European Union, 19:34 to 19:37
Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986, 14:8
Philippines (this index)
Taxation of internal licenses, 10:2,
10:13 to 10:16

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
China, 29:118

TELECOMMUNICATIONS—Cont’d
Competition and innovation related
to voice, video and broadband,
Dept of Justice, App 8E-BB
Hungary, 49:137

TELEVISION
China, 29:118
Hungary, 49:137

TERM
As to duration. Duration (this index)
Australia, 24:26, 24:43, 24:60
Austria, 21:52
Biotechnology Licensing (this
index)
Canada, 25:11, 25:39
Copyrights (this index)
Drug Price Competition and Patent
Term Restoration Act (Waxman-
Hatch amendments), 13:26
European Union, 19:42, 19:103
License agreement, 3:13
Nigeria, 38:12, 38:27, 38:44
Patents (this index)
Portugal, 34:6, 34:20
Presumptions regarding terms,
representations and warranties,
2:26 to 2:32
South Korea, 30:27, 30:51
Structuring license agreements, 3:13
Switzerland, 26:11, 26:29

TERMINATION OR EXPIRATION
Brazil (this index)
China, 29:41
France, termination of patent, 20:30
Hong Kong, 29A:9
Japan, 32:80
License agreement
infringement, use after license
terminated, 5:18.85
online or electronic access, 3:57.75
Mexico, 27:82
Online or electronic access, license
agreement, 3:57.75
Singapore, 46:30
South Korea, 30:78, 30:79, 30:124,
30:131
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TERMINATION OR EXPIRATION
—Cont’d
Spain, 37:25
Structuring license agreements, 3:54
Thailand, 36:33
United Kingdom, termination of license agreement, 23:126

TERMS
Nigeria, 38:17
Philippines, 33:52
Spain, 37:22
Taiwan, 31:25, 31:51

TERRITORIAL LIMITS
Brazil (this index)
Copyright licensing practices, territorial restrictions on, 8E:52
Franchising, vertical territorial restrictions on, 18:21
Granting clause of license agreement, 3:17
Patent licensing practices, extraterritorial restraints on foreign markets, 8E:38
Trade secret licensing practices, horizontal territorial restraints regarding, 8E:63
Trademarks, 6:3, 8E:46

TERRITORY
Australia, 24:75

TESTING SERVICES
Franchising, exemptions, federal regulation, 18:745

TEXTILE GOODS
India, 39:93

THAILAND
Generally, 36:1 to 36:62
Applicants, 36:8, 36:9
Application requirements, 36:10, 36:26, 36:39
Cancellation, 36:17, 36:44
Certification marks, 36:45
Collective marks, 36:46
Compulsory license, 36:16, 36:32
Copyright generally, 36:48 to 36:58

THAILAND—Cont’d
Copyright—Cont’d
duration, 36:53
employers, ownership, 36:52
exceptions, 36:56
ownership, 36:51, 36:52
performers’ rights, 36:55
protection, 36:49, 36:50
remedies, 36:58
transfer of rights, 36:57
Definitions
layout designs of integrated circuits, 36:22
trademarks, 36:36
Designs
layout designs of integrated circuits, below
patents, 36:18
Duration, 36:12, 36:28, 36:41, 36:53
Economy, 36:2
Employment, 36:9, 36:25, 36:52
Examination, 36:11, 36:27
Exceptions, 36:56
Foreign relations, 36:3
Government use, 36:16, 36:32
Grant, 36:11, 36:27
Integrated circuits. Layout designs of integrated circuits, below
Intellectual property protection, 36:4
Layout designs of integrated circuits generally, 36:21 to 36:34
application requirements, 36:26
compulsory license, 36:32
definition, 36:22
duration, 36:28
employers as registrant, 36:25
examination, 36:27
government use, 36:32
grant, 36:27
limitations and restrictions, 36:30
opposition, 36:27
protection, 36:23
registrant, 36:24, 36:25
remedies, 36:34
revocation, 36:33
termination, 36:33
transfer of rights, 36:31
validity, 36:33

Index-150
THAILAND—Cont’d
Limitations and restrictions, 36:14, 36:30
Opposition, 36:11, 36:27, 36:40
Ownership, 36:51, 36:52, 36:60
Patents
generally, 36:5 to 36:20
applicant, 36:8, 36:9
application requirements, 36:10
cancellation, 36:17
compulsory license, 36:16
designs, patents for, 36:18
duration, 36:12
employer as applicant, 36:9
examination, 36:11
government use, 36:16
grant, 36:11
limitations and restrictions, 36:14
opposition, 36:11
patentability, 36:6, 36:7
petty patents, 36:19
remedies, 36:20
surrender, 36:17
transfer of rights, 36:15, 36:16
validity, 36:17
Performers’ rights, 36:55
Petty patents, 36:19
Protection, 36:23, 36:49, 36:50
Registrant, 36:24, 36:25
Registration, 36:40
Remedies
generally, 36:62
copyright, 36:58
layout designs of integrated
circuits, 36:34
patents, 36:20
trademarks, 36:47
Revocation, 36:33
Service, 36:45
Surrender, 36:17
Termination, 36:33
Time, duration, 36:12, 36:28, 36:41, 36:53
Trade secrets, 36:59 to 36:62
Trademarks
generally, 36:35 to 36:47
application requirements, 36:39
cancellation, 36:44
THAILAND—Cont’d
Trademarks—Cont’d
certification marks, 36:45
collective marks, 36:46
definition, 36:36
duration, 36:41
opposition, 36:40
registrability, 36:37, 36:38
registration, 36:40
remedies, 36:47
service, 36:45
transfer of rights, 36:43
Transfer of rights
copyright, 36:57
layout designs of integrated
circuits, 36:31
patents, 36:15, 36:16
trademarks, 36:43
Validity, 36:17, 36:33

CLOUD
Copyrights, 12:30.25

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS
Nigeria, 38:49

THIRD-COUNTRY NATIONALS
European Union, 19:106

THREATS OF INFRINGEMENT
PROCEEDINGS
United Kingdom (this index)

THREE ARBITRATOR PANELS
Selection, 8D:47

3D PRINTERS
Germany, reproduction, right of, 22:80

THREE-DIMENSIONAL WORKS
Mexico, 27:99

TIE-INS
Franchising, 18:22

TIE-OUTS
Franchising, 18:23
Know-how and trade secrets, 8E:68
Patents, 8E:25
TIME OR DATE
Agreement to agree as to license agreement, 2:12
Arbitration proceedings, length of, 8D:48
Australia, 24:42
Brazil (this index)
Canada, 25:30, 25:36
China, 29:30, 29:51
Colombia (this index)
Copyright duration Copyrights (this index)
Duration (this index)
European Union, 19:110
France (this index)
Germany, 22:26
India (this index)
Japan (this index)
Joint ventures, limited scope or duration, requirement for, 17:3
Know-How and Trade Secrets (this index)
Lapse (this index)
License agreements, duration and termination of, 3:45
Patents (this index)
Priority Date (this index)
Singapore (this index)
South Korea, 30:46, 30:68, 30:82
Term (this index)
Trademarks (this index)
United Kingdom (this index)

TITLE
Express warranty of title in license agreement, 3:43

TOM, WILLARD K., DEPUTY DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF COMPETITION
Address on licensing and antitrust, App 8E-O

TOPICAL SUBJECTS
Spain, 37:70

TOPOGRAPHIES
Hungary (this index)
Spain (this index)

TORTS
Equipment, strict liability regarding leased, 16:27, 16:27:50
Trade secrets, legal theories for protecting, 8A:5

TOUCH
Germany, 22:36

TRADE
China, 29:3
Mexico (this index)

TRADE DESCRIPTIONS ACT
Malaysia, 44:48, App 44A

TRADE DRESS
Bases for protection, 7:2
Color, nonfunctionality, 7:5
Computer software, 12:40, 12:42
Conflict of laws generally, 7:13
copyright, 7:14
patents, 7:15
Confusion, likelihood of, 7:9
Copyright law in conflict, 7:14
Defined, 7:1
Dilution, 7:11
Distinctiveness, 7:7, 7:8
Infringement, 7:10
Inherent distinctiveness, 7:8
Multi-features, nonfunctionality, 7:6
Nonfunctionality, 7:4 to 7:6
“Palming off,” protection under laws prohibiting, 7:12
Patent law in conflict, 7:15
Product design, 7:8
Protection, generally, 7:2 to 7:8
Purpose and definition, 7:1
Requirements for protection, 7:3 to 7:8
Secondary meaning, 7:8
South Korea, packaging technology, 30:125

TRADE NAMES
Canada, 25:9
Colombia, 40:76
Mexico, 27:53
Spain, 37:58

Index-152
TRADE NAMES—Cont’d
Taxation (this index)

TRADE SECRETS
Know-How and Trade Secrets (this index)

TRADEMARKS
Abandonment of mark, 6:10.50, 20:56, 23:80
Acquiescence, 6:10.70
Adversarial proceedings between licensors and licensees, license estoppel, 8C:8.50, 8C:9
Anti-counterfeiting statutes, 6:24 to 6:26
Anti-dilution statutes, 6:23 to 6:23.75
Antitrust and misuse, 8E:42 to 8E:48.50
Applications, 22:42 to 22:44
Argentina (this index)
Assignment
  contract law aspects of licensing, 2:9
  France, 20:54
  Lanham Act, generally, App 2D
  naked assignment, 6:13
  United Kingdom, 23:75
Attorney’s fees, 6:17.25
Australia (this index)
Austria (this index)
Authorized use, infringement remedies in federal courts, 6:20.25
Bankruptcy, secured creditors, 15:33
Biotechnology licensing, 13:38
Brazil (this index)
Canada (this index)
China (this index)
Collective Marks (this index)
Colombia (this index)
Colors, 22:33
Commercial mark concept, 6:1
Computer technology, 12:40, 12:41
Confusion, infringement, 6:16 to 6:16.25
Contract law aspects of licensing generally, 2:7
assignment, 2:9

TRADEMARKS—Cont’d
Contract law aspects of licensing —Cont’d
  Brazil, technology transfers, 28:110
Contributory infringement, 6:16.75
Copyright protection, relationship to, 6:28
Co-registration, 29A:16
Counterfeiting remedies, 6:24 to 6:26.50
Creation of rights to marks, 6:2, 6:3
Criminal counterfeiting sanctions, 6:26
Customer restrictions, 8E:46
Customs Service enforcement, 6:27
Damages
  in infringement suits, 6:17
  under anti-counterfeiting statute, 6:25
United Kingdom, 23:70
Defense of antitrust and misuse, 8E:48
Definitions
  generally, 6:1
  Brazil, 28:72
  Colombia, 40:61
  Hong Kong, 29A:13
  India, 39:75
  Japan, 32:89
  Singapore, 46:61
  Thailand, 36:36
  U.K. law, 23:51
Disparagement, 6:5.80
Distinctiveness of mark, 6:4, 29A:13.50
Domain names, 8E:48.50, 20:58.50
Duration
  Brazil, 28:82
  China, 29:83.50
  France, 20:52
  Hong Kong, 29A:14
  registration of marks, 6:8.70
  United Kingdom, 23:72
Ecuador, 42:5.75
Enforcement, 6:14, 6:27
Estoppel doctrine regarding licenses, 8C:8.50, 8C:9
TRADEMARKS—Cont’d

European Union (this index)
Examination guidelines, App 32I
Extraterritoriality, 6:21
Fair use, infringement, 6:19
False endorsement, 6:26.25
Federal courts
  generally, 6:20 to 6:21
  authorized use, 6:20.25
  extraterritoriality, 6:21
Federal registration of marks, 6:8, 6:8.50
First Amendment, infringement, 6:19.75
First sale doctrine, infringement, 6:19.50
France (this index)
Franchising (this index)
Fraud, registration of marks, 6:8.50
“Genericide,” 6:10.25
Geographic description requirement for protectability, 6:5.25, 6:5.50
Germany (this index)
Government insignia, 6:5.75
Grounds for infringement suits, 6:16, 6:16.25
Guidelines, examination, App 32I
Hong Kong (this index)
Horizontal non-price restraints, 8E:45, 8E:46
Hungary (this index)
Immoral matter, 6:5.90
India (this index)
Indonesia (this index)
Infringement
generally, 6:15 to 6:28
anti-dilution statutes, 6:23 to 6:23.75
Brazil, 28:89
China, 29:95
confusion, 6:16 to 6:16.25
contributory infringement, 6:16.75
copyright protection, relationship to, 6:28
counterfeiting, 6:24 to 6:26.50
enforcement, 6:27
extraterritoriality, 6:21
fair use, 6:19

TRADEMARKS—Cont’d

Infringement—Cont’d
false endorsement, 6:26.25
federal courts, above
First Amendment, 6:19.75
first sale doctrine, 6:19.50
Hong Kong, 29A:17, 29A:17.50
issue preclusion, 6:16.10
laches and progressive encroachment, 6:27.50
lost profits, 6:18
parody, 6:16.25
remedies, below
sale, unauthorized, 6:16.50
state courts, 6:22
United Kingdom, 23:70
Injunctions in infringement suits, 6:17.50
Internet domain names, 8E:48.50, 20:58.50
Internet site, liability for counterfeit sales, 6:26.50
Issue preclusion, 6:16.10
Japan (this index)
Jurisdiction, 8C:16
Laches and progressive encroachment, infringement suits, 6:27.50
Lanham Act, generally
amendment by Trademark Revision Act of 1988, 6:2, 6:8
anti-dilution provision, 6:23
assignment of trademark, App 2D
authorized use, 6:20.25
cancellation of registered trademark, 6:8
definition of trademark in original Act, App 2D
infringement remedies in federal courts, 6:20, 6:20.25
registration of marks, 6:8
Liability of Internet site for counterfeit sales, 6:26.50
Licensable trademark rights, generally, 6:1 to 6:28
Licensing
generally, 6:11
merger rule, 6:13.50
naked assignment, 6:13

Index-154
TRADEMARKS—Cont’d
Licensing—Cont’d
quality control, 6:12
Limited license, 29A:19
Madrid Agreement Concerning
International Registration of
Marks and Protocol Relating to
That Agreement, App 6, App 7
Malaysia (this index)
Merger of registrations, 29A:16
Merger rule, licensing, 6:13.50
Mexico (this index)
Misdescription, geographic description requirement for protectability, 6:5.50
Multi-class applications, 29A:15
Naked assignment, 6:13
New Zealand (this index)
Nigeria (this index)
Non-use and cancellation of
registered trademark, 6:8, 29A:22
Parody, infringement, 6:16.25
Philippines (this index)
Poland (this index)
Portugal (this index)
Preliminary relief in infringement suits, 6:17, 6:17.25
Price restrictions, 8E:43
Product line or field restrictions, 8E:46
Prohibited licensing practices
generally, 8E:42 to 8E:48
customer restrictions, 8E:46
defense of antitrust and misuse,
8E:48
horizontal non-price restraints,
8E:45, 8E:46
internet domain names, 8E:48.50
price restrictions, 8E:43
product line or field restrictions,
8E:46
territorial restrictions, 8E:46
tying, 8E:47
vertical non-price restraints, 8E:44
Proper names, 6:5
Quality control, 6:12
Recording, 29A:21
TRADEMARKS—Cont’d
Refusal
Germany, 22:38
India, 39:78
Japan, 32:98
Registration of marks
generally, 6:7 to 6:10
Brazil, 28:87, 28:88
duration, 6:8.70
federal registration, 6:8, 6:8.50
France (this index)
fruition, 6:8.50
Hong Kong, 29A:12.50, 29A:16
Madrid Protocol, 6:10, App 6,
App 7
state registration, 6:9
Uruguay round agreements, 6:8
Remedies of trademark owner
generally, 6:17 to 6:18
injunctions, 6:17.50
lost profits, 6:18
Requirements for protectability, 6:4
to 6:5.80
Revocation for non-use, 29A:22
Scandalous matter, 6:5.90
Scents, 22:35
Secondary meaning, 6:4
Seizure of goods under anti-
counterfeiting statute, 6:25
Singapore (this index)
Sounds, 22:34
South Korea (this index)
Spain (this index)
Sponsorships, 18:30
State anti-dilution statutes, 6:23.75
State courts, 6:22
State registration of marks, 6:9
Switzerland (this index)
“Tacking,” 6:6
Taiwan (this index)
Taxation (this index)
Territorial restrictions, 6:3, 8E:46
Thailand (this index)
Time or date
duration, above
non-use and cancellation of
registered trademark, 6:8
Touch, 22:36
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRADEMARKS—Cont’d</th>
<th>TRADEMARKS ACT OF 1994</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trademark Dilution Revision Act of 2006, 6:23.50</td>
<td>United Kingdom (this index)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treble damages under anti-counterfeiting statute, 6:25</td>
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TRIBUNAL
New Zealand, 45:28
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Equipment Leasing (this index)
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South Korea, 30:102
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Bankruptcy (this index)
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Copyrights, 8E:55, 8E:56
Franchising, 18:22 to 18:24
Know-how and trade secrets, 8E:66, 8E:67
Misuse doctrine, 8E:23
Patent Misuse Reform Act, 8E:24
Patents, 8E:23 to 8E:25
Tie-ins, franchising, 18:22
Tie-outs
  franchising, 18:23
  know-how and trade secrets, 8E:68
  patents, 8E:25
Trademarks, prohibited licensing practices, 8E:47
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Exclusive licenses, 1:7
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Equipment Leasing (this index)
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UNIFORM PATENT POLICY
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Text, App 8A-D

UNILATERAL CHANGES
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UNION PRIORITY
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European Union, 19:71
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property rights, App 23C
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copyrights, 23:91
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patents, 23:25
registered designs, 23:44
trademarks, 23:75
Attorneys’ fees, license agreements, 23:121
Choice of law
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governing law, below
Competition law
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cartels, 23:133
Chapter I prohibitions
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effect on competition, 23:129
exceptions; exemptions, 23:130
Chapter II prohibitions
generally, 23:131
dominant position, 23:132
leniency program, 23:137
penalties
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competition disqualification orders, 23:135
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Compulsory patent licenses, 23:26
Computer programs, patents, 23:11.50
Computer technology
copyrighting software, 23:94
United Kingdom’s Computer Misuse Act, 23:104
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Contracts
licensing agreements, below
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duration, 23:90
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governing law, 23:86
historical background, 23:85
infringement, 23:93
internet, 23:95
license, 23:91
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semiconductor chip products, 23:96
software, 23:94
what is protected, 23:87
Criminal sanctions
copyright infringement, 23:93
trade secrets, 23:103 to 23:105
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Damages
copyright infringement, 23:93
patent infringement, 23:33
trademark infringement, 23:70
Data Protection Act of 1998, 23:105
Declaration of invalidity, application for—trademarks, 23:78
Design documents and models, copyrights, 23:87.50
Designs. Registered designs, below
UNITED KINGDOM—Cont’d
Disclosure
  employer-employee relationship
  and contractual obligations of
  nondisclosure, 23:108
  model nondisclosure agreements,
  App 23A
Discovery, license agreements,
  23:119
Employers and employees
  patents, 23:8
  trade secrets, below
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  No. 3298/5, implementation by
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Foreign copyright, 23:96.50
Governing law
  copyrights, 23:86
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  trade secrets, 23:97
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  23:54
Infringement
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  patents, 23:33, 23:35
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  ings
  patents, 23:35
  trademarks, 23:71
  trademarks, 23:70
Injunctions
  patent infringement, 23:33
  trade secrets, 23:112
International convention, patents,
  23:15
International registration, designs,
  23:40
Inventive step and obviousness for
  patents, 23:12.50
Jurisdiction, 23:117 to 23:121
Jury trial, license agreements, 23:118
Know-how or show-how
  see also Trade secrets, below
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  23:31
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  as to particular matters
    see more specific entries
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    arbitration, 23:123
    assignment rights, 23:116
    attorneys’ fees, 23:121
    choice of law, 23:115
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    interpretation, 23:126.50
    jurisdiction, 23:117 to 23:121
    jury trial, 23:118
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    recitals, 23:124
    royalty payments and value added
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Marking
  copyrights, 23:88
  patents, 23:28
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Medical treatment methods, patents,
  23:11
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Model license agreement, App 23B
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  23:120
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Non-payment, lapse of patent for,
  23:31
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Novelty requirement for patentability,
  23:12
Obviousness for patents, 23:12.50
Opinions, non-binding—patents,
  23:34
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Passing off, trademarks, 23:81
Patent Cooperation Treaty, 23:16
Patent Prosecution Highway Pilot Program between PTO and United Kingdom Intellectual Property Office (UK IPO) generally, App 23D
extension of program, App 23F
request to participate, App 23G
revised requirements for requesting participation, App 23E
Patents generally, 23:3 et seq.
amendment, 23:30
annuities, 23:24
appeal, 23:23
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compulsory license, 23:26
computer programs, 23:11.50
convention requirements, 23:14 to 23:17
disputes, 23:7.50
documents required, 23:13
duration, 23:29
employers and employees, 23:8
European Patent Convention,
23:17
examination, 23:18
historical background of, 23:3
infringement, 23:33, 23:35
international convention, 23:15
inventive step and obviousness, 23:12.50
lapse for non-payment, 23:31
license, generally, 23:25, 23:26
marking, 23:28
medical treatment, methods of,
23:11
non-binding opinions, 23:34
non-payment, lapse for, 23:31
obviousness, 23:12.50
opinions, non-binding, 23:34
opposition, 23:22

UNITED KINGDOM—Cont’d
Patent Cooperation Treaty, 23:16
patentability, 23:9 to 23:11.50
PPH. Patent Prosecution Highway Pilot Program between PTO and United Kingdom Intellectual Property Office (UK IPO), above
provisional protection, 23:20
publication, 23:19
right, license of, 23:27
rights of patentee, 23:6
termination of patent, 23:32
threats of infringement proceedings, 23:35
time or date
duration of patent, 23:29
responding to official actions, time limits for, 23:21
2004 Act, 23:4
types of patent, 23:5
who may apply, 23:7, 23:7.50
Payment
lapse of patent for non-payment, 23:31
royalty payments, value added tax (VAT), 23:125
PPH. Patent Prosecution Highway Pilot Program between PTO and United Kingdom Intellectual Property Office (UK IPO), above
Publication
patent, 23:19
registered designs, 23:43
Registered designs generally, 23:36 to 23:46
amendment, 23:45
assignment, 23:44
defined, 23:38
documents required, 23:41
examination, 23:42
governing law, 23:37
historical background, 23:36
infringement, 23:46
international registration, 23:40
license, 23:44
publication, 23:43
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UNITED KINGDOM—Cont’d
Registered designs—Cont’d
registrability, 23:39
reissue, 23:45
Regulations, trade secrets, App 23H
Royalty payments, license agreement
provisions regarding, 23:125
Sanctions. Criminal sanctions, above
Semiconductor chip products, 23:96
Software, copyrighting of, 23:94
Surveys, effect of trademark registration, 23:70.50
Taxation, royalty payments, 23:125
Termination of license agreement, 23:126
Territory included in United Kingdom, 23:122
Threats of infringement proceedings. Infringement, above
Time or date
copyrights, duration of, 23:90
patents, above
trademarks, below
Trade Marks Act of 1994, 23:84
Trade secrets
generally, 23:97 to 23:113
Computer Misuse Act of 1990, 23:104
confidential business information, 23:100, 23:101
contracts
employer-employee
nondisclosure obligations, 23:108
protections afforded by contract law, 23:106, 23:107
criminal sanctions, generally, 23:103 to 23:105
damages, 23:113
Data Protection Act of 1998, 23:105
employer-employee relationship
confidential business information, 23:101
contractual obligations of
nondisclosure, 23:108
covenants not to compete, 23:107
implied duties, 23:109

UNITED KINGDOM—Cont’d
Trade secrets—Cont’d
employer-employee relationship
—Cont’d
manufacturing and product technology, 23:99
equitable doctorates that create implied obligations of confidentiality, 23:110
governing law, 23:97
government regulation related to licensing another commercialization of trade secrets, 23:114
injunctions, 23:112
joint venture partners,
governmental guidelines covering contributions of technology by, 23:114
misappropriation
criminal sanctions, 23:103 to 23:105
damages, 23:113
injunctions, 23:112
regulations, App 23H
remedies, 23:111 to 23:113
show-how, 23:102
Trademarks
generally, 23:47 to 23:84
abandonment, 23:80
advertisement, 23:68
alteration of registered market, 23:66
appeal, 23:67
application for declaration of invalidity, 23:78
assignment, 23:75
certification marks, 23:51, 23:59
classification, 23:56
collective marks, 23:51, 23:58
color, marks in, 23:61
concurrent use, 23:54
conventions, 23:50, 23:64
customs, 23:82 to 23:84
UNITED KINGDOM—Cont’d
Trademarks—Cont’d
damages as for infringement, 23:70
defensive marks, 23:60
definitions, 23:51
distinctiveness, 23:79.50
documents required, 23:62
duration, 23:72
earlier rights, 23:79
effect of registration, 23:70, 23:70.50, 23:71
European Union Customs Regulation No. 3298/95, 23:83
exclusive license, 23:51
failure to use, 23:74
governing law, generally, 23:48
historical background, 23:47
honest concurrent use, 23:54
infringement, 23:70, 23:71
invalidity. Validity, below licenses, generally, 23:76
marking, 23:73
opposition, 23:69
passing off, 23:81
procedure, generally, 23:63 to 23:65
registrability, 23:53-23:55
renewal, 23:72
series marks, 23:51, 23:57
surveys, 23:70.50
threats of infringement proceedings, 23:71
time or date
duration, 23:72
earlier rights, 23:79
Trade Marks Act of 1994, 23:84
transactions affecting registered trademark, registration of,
23:65
transitional provisions, 23:49
use, 23:54, 23:74
validity, below who may apply, 23:52
Validity, trademarks
generally, 23:77
application for declaration of invalidity, 23:78

UNITED KINGDOM—Cont’d
Value added tax (VAT), license agreements, 23:125
“Whereas clauses” in license agreements, 23:124

UNITED STATES
See entries beginning: “U.S.”

UNITY
Japan, 32:94
Philippines, 33:32

UNIVERSITIES
Generally, 11:1 to 11:51
Academic freedom, concerns regarding, 11:5
Art pieces, 11:10
Attorney, selection of, 11:33
Bayh-Doyle Act
generally, 11:11
nonuse, protection against, 11:14
procedure, 11:12
rights retained by government, 11:13
U.S. manufacture requirement, 11:15
violations, 11:16
Benefits of licensing university research, 11:1, 11:6 to 11:8
Brazil, App 28C
Collaboration with private industry, 11:4
Color schemes of university, licensing, 11:41
Compensation to inventor, 11:25, 11:47
Computer programs, 11:3
Concerns regarding licensing university research, 11:5, 11:7, 11:8
Consortium to manage and negotiate in behalf of individual universities, 11:31
Copyrights, educational institutions, 30:83
Current approaches to licensing university research, 11:19
UNIVERSITIES—Cont’d
Disclosure of invention to university, 11:22
Early publication of research results, concerns regarding, 11:5
Emblems. Name and emblems of university, below
Exceptions
experimental use exception, 11:17
university exception, 11:16.50
Exclusivity of trademark licensing policies, 11:45
Experimental use exception, 11:17
Financial gain, concerns regarding, 11:5
Foundation to manage licensing, 11:30, App 11F
Free exchange of ideas, concerns regarding, 11:5
Guidelines for development of university policies, 11:18
Impetus for licensing university research, 11:2 to 11:8
Inappropriate uses of trademark licensing policies, 11:44
Incentives for creating and licensing intellectual property rights, generally, 11:25
Income and recognition for inventors, 11:25
Insignia. Name and emblems of university, below
Internal licensing office generally, 11:32
counsel, 11:33
detailed procedures for administration of office, App 11G
Inventions
disclosure of invention to university, 11:22
income and recognition for inventors, 11:25
infringement, prior commercial use defense, 11:16.50
legislation, App 11A, App 11B
UNniversities—Cont’d
Inventions—Cont’d
management and licensing firm, 11:29
nonuse, protection against, 11:14
potential for licensing, 11:2
prosecutions, 11:26
Labor rights, 11:48
Limitations in trademark licensing policies, 11:46
Literary works, 11:10
Management of university licensing generally, 11:27 to 11:35
consortium for licensing, 11:31
internal licensing office, 11:32, 11:33
invention management and licensing firm, 11:29
monitoring licenses, 11:34
revenue monitoring, 11:35
technology transfer office, 11:28, 11:30.50
university foundation, 11:30
Monitoring licenses, 11:34
Monitoring revenue, 11:35
Name and emblems of university collegiate sports, 11:40.50
color schemes, 11:41
dilution, 11:40
licensable property rights, 11:36 to 11:41
merchandising properties licensing, 11:9, 11:37
overview of licensing, 11:9
property rights subject to licensing, 11:37
trademark theories of protection, 11:38 to 11:41
types of property to consider for licensing, 11:9
unfair competition, 11:39
Policies for copyright licensing, development, App 11E
Policies for patent licensing, development, App 11D
Policies for technology licensing, development generally, 11:18
approaches, 11:19
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UNIVERSITIES—Cont’d
Policies for technology licensing, development—Cont’d
choice of licensee, 11:20
compensation, 11:25
current approaches, 11:19
disclosure, 11:22
exclusivity, 11:23
future improvements, 11:24
ownership, 11:21
patent prosecution, 11:26
recognition and monetary compensation, 11:25
white paper on licensing policies, 11:18
Policies for trademark licensing generally, 11:42
application of policies, 11:43
compensation, 11:47
exclusivity, 11:45
inappropriate uses of policies, 11:44
labor rights, 11:48
limitations, 11:46
non-exclusive licensing, 11:45
quality control, 11:49
royalties, 11:47
Potential benefits to private industry of licensing university research, 11:6
Prior commercial use defense, 11:16.50
Private cause of action, 11:11
Private industry collaboration with private industry, 11:4
concerns regarding licensing university research, 11:7
potential benefits of licensing university research, 11:4, 11:6
private cause of action, 11:4
Property rights, 11:9, 11:36 to 11:41
Public interest, 11:8
Quality control, 11:49
Recognition for inventors, 11:25
Research, licensing university research, 11:1 to 11:26
Revenue monitoring, 11:35

UNIVERSITIES—Cont’d
Royalties, 11:25, 11:47
Service marks, 11:51
Technology transfer offices, 11:28, 11:30.50
Trademark licensing management, 11:50
name and emblems of university, theories of protection, 11:38
to 11:41
policies, 11:42 to 11:49, App 11H
Works of literature and art, 11:10
Yale committee report, App 11C-1

UNKNOWN AUTHOR
South Korea, 30:100

UNLAWFUL AGREEMENTS
Switzerland, 26:52, 26:53

UNSECURED CREDITORS
Bankruptcy, reorganization, 15:19

URUGUAY ROUND AGREEMENTS
Copyrights, 5:17.75
Trademark registration, 6:8

U.S. GOVERNMENT AGREEMENTS
Hungary, agreement on intellectual property between government of U.S. and government of Republic of Hungary, App 49A

U.S. GOVERNMENT FUNDED OR OWNED TECHNOLOGY
Generally, 14:1 to 14:21
Amount of government expenditures, 14:1
Appeal procedures, technology created by federal employees, 14:20
Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 generally, 14:9
applicability, 14:11
march-in rights, 14:10
Biotechnology licensing, generally, 13:27
Definition of “funding agreement,” 14:9
U.S. GOVERNMENT FUNDED OR
OWNED TECHNOLOGY
—Cont’d
Executive Orders
Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, 14:9
No. 10096, 14:16, App 14I
No. 12591, App 14A
No. 12618, App 14B
Federal employees, technology created by
generally, 14:13 to 14:20
appeals, 14:20
common law principles, 14:14
Executive Order No. 10096, 14:16
licensing of technology created by,
generally, 14:13 to 14:20
procedures, 14:19
regulations, 14:17
shop right, 14:15
source of federal rights to technology,
14:3, 14:4
uniform patent policy, applicability, 14:18
Federal laboratories, technology created in, 14:3
Federal Technology Transfer Act of
1986, 14:8
Government Patent Policy Act of
1980, 13:27
Investment channels, 14:2
Liability of government for use of
patent, 14:21
License requirement, march-in rights
under Bayh-Dole Act of 1980,
14:10
Model cooperative research and
development agreements
Agriculture Department, App 14D
Army, App 14E, App 14F
Bureau of Mines, App 14C
Commerce Department, App 14E
Martin Marietta Energy Systems,
App 14H
National Institutes of Health
Centers for Disease Control,
App 14G
Policy regarding ownership and
licensing
Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, 14:9

U.S. GOVERNMENT FUNDED OR
OWNED TECHNOLOGY
—Cont’d
Policy regarding ownership and
licensing—Cont’d
Federal Technology Transfer Act
of 1986, 14:8
historical approach, 14:5
recent policy changes, 14:6
Small Business Innovation Depart-
ment Act of 1982, 14:12
Stevenson-Wydler Act of 1980,
14:7
Shop right, technology created by
federal employees, 14:15
Small Business Innovation Depart-
ment Act of 1982, 14:12
Sources of federal rights to technol-
ogy, 14:3, 14:4
Stevenson-Wydler Act of 1980, 14:7
Uniform patent policy, applicability,
technology created by federal
employees, 14:18

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION (USNRC)
South Korea, arrangement between
USNRC and Ministry of Science
and Technology (MOST) of
Republic of Korea for exchange
of technical information and
cooperation in regulatory and
safety research matters, App
30B

U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK
OFFICE (PTO)
Generally, App 6A
Computer technology, App 12H
Department of Commerce Manual of
Patent Examining Procedure,
App 13J
Patent Cooperation Treaty, USPTO’s
function under, App 5
Patent Prosecution Highway Pilot
Program (this index)
Policy statement on remedies for
standards, App 8E-FF

U.S. SUPREME COURT
Patents, examination guidelines for
determining obviousness under
U.S. SUPREME COURT—Cont’d
35 U.S.C. 103 in view of
Supreme Court decision in KSR
International Co. v. Teleflex Inc.,
App 4C

USE RESTRICTIONS
Australia, 24:46, 24:52
Austria, 21:37
European Union, 19:83
Field of Use (this index)
France, 20:53
Germany (this index)
Granting clause of license agreement, 3:18
Hong Kong, 29A:22
Mexico (this index)
Parents, generally, 8E:22
Portugal, 34:25
Spain, 37:52
Switzerland, 26:32

U.S.-GERMANY ANTITRUST
ACCORD
Generally, App 22B
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